
Delighted @ D Block Durgotsob
From the crowd sourcing city of Coy
Far from the colloquial city of joy 
Oh! My Mother,  
You have brought us a ceremony of blessing and enjoy
 
Durga Pujo, the second largest festival in the world
blessing and choir of unlimited rituals. 
unavoidable parts of Bengali Race. The Durgotsob organized by C R Park, D Block, New Delhi has been a 
symbol of rich customs and beetles of a Prabasi Bengali’s lifeline. Walking around the D Block ground 
during the Durgotsob seems like living a holy Calcutta life in classic times. 
The theme and decorum of the Durgotsob here are sharp identities of diverse Bengali Culture and 
tradition. 
While finding the cunning references of the Durgotsob here at D Block, C 
has been searched and therefore jotted down as a collection of philanthropic poems and photographs
Let us discover them….. 
 
 
 

 

Delighted @ D Block Durgotsob 
From the crowd sourcing city of Coy 

You have brought us a ceremony of blessing and enjoy 
Durga Pujo, the second largest festival in the world, also known as “Durgotsob” is a memorial of blissful 
blessing and choir of unlimited rituals. The true essence and enchanting elements of Durgotsob are 
unavoidable parts of Bengali Race. The Durgotsob organized by C R Park, D Block, New Delhi has been a 

eetles of a Prabasi Bengali’s lifeline. Walking around the D Block ground 
during the Durgotsob seems like living a holy Calcutta life in classic times.  
The theme and decorum of the Durgotsob here are sharp identities of diverse Bengali Culture and 

While finding the cunning references of the Durgotsob here at D Block, C R Park, the vibrant elements 
jotted down as a collection of philanthropic poems and photographs
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People of Pujo 

Behind the scenes of ceremonial blessings
The Guru takes us to the heavenly Mother
Let us read the celebration that we nurture

 Colors of Pujo 

Resemblance of resonance 
Colors draw the 

D Block Durtosob brings vibrant enacts
For those who sees nothing, but colorful acts

 
 
 
 
 
 

          Behind the scenes of ceremonial blessings 
The Guru takes us to the heavenly Mother 

The people with enriched pupils 
Let us read the celebration that we nurture 

       Resemblance of resonance and elementary vibes 
Colors draw the curves of simplest minds 

D Block Durtosob brings vibrant enacts 
For those who sees nothing, but colorful acts 
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 Lights of Pujo 

Enlightened from darkened solemn 

D Block Durga Pujo has been a ceremony of light
 Arts of Pujo 

Thou we found the joy of ceremonial terms
Thy we prayed to You Oh our Mother with 

 
 
 
 

         Enlightened from darkened solemn of life 
Lights those bring us back to vibe 

Cherished the moments of life 
D Block Durga Pujo has been a ceremony of light 

    Thou we found the joy of ceremonial terms 
In the name of Motherly arts 

Thy we prayed to You Oh our Mother with painting that charms 
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 Blessings of Pujo 

Solace that confirms 
It is the blessing, that makes You our Mother of love and  

Foods of Pujo 

The elementary roots of Bengali customs and attire
Foods have been the pivotal parts of D Block’s affair

Hovering wish of unmatched taste that comes here as we desire
 
 

         
Warm Diverse and Cunning 

Solace that confirms our lively happiness 
It is the blessing, that makes You our Mother of love and warmth 

            
The elementary roots of Bengali customs and attire 
Foods have been the pivotal parts of D Block’s affair 

Hovering wish of unmatched taste that comes here as we desire 
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Music of Pujo 

Presented by our colloquial culture 
Customs of Pujo 

Three “D”s have been the customs of D Block
Urges to bring authentic Bengali Customs live round the clock

 

 

        
Singer Song Writer 

Our Philanthropist Sound Mixer 
Presented by our colloquial culture 

     
Delicacy Delights Diligent 

Three “D”s have been the customs of D Block 
Urges to bring authentic Bengali Customs live round the clock 
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Celebration of Pujo 

Covering the exemplary celebration of life
D Block resemblances day and nights of vibes

It has been the resonance that gives freedom to wishing kites
 Prayers of Pujo 

Hands those served us as instruments of affectionate tales
D Block Durga Pujo delivers elements through which we pray

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Covering the exemplary celebration of life 

D Block resemblances day and nights of vibes 
It has been the resonance that gives freedom to wishing kites 

    
Principles of Prayers 

Hands those served us as instruments of affectionate tales 
D Block Durga Pujo delivers elements through which we pray 
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Views of Pujo 

Offering Revolutionary
The celebration here conserves a right to its unmatched views 

Bonds of Pujo 

We have walked on the pavements where we used to buy toy
Our childhood was spent in a city that spreads love

We live Pujo in my blood and mind

 
 
 

 

         
Offering Revolutionary views to human emotions 

celebration here conserves a right to its unmatched views 

       
We have walked on the pavements where we used to buy toy 
Our childhood was spent in a city that spreads love as its joy 

We live Pujo in my blood and mind 
In our souls that binds 

In our Puja that ties 
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